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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 33 (1997), 349 { 354SOME REMARKS ONQUATERNION{HERMITIAN MANIFOLDSAndrew SwannAbstract. Nearly-quaternionic Kahler manifolds of dimension at least 8 are shownto be quaternionic Kahler. Restrictions on the covariant derivative of the funda-mental four-form of a semi-quaternionic Kahler are also found.1. IntroductionA 4n-dimensional manifold M is said to be quaternion-Hermitian if it has a re-duction of its structure group to Sp(n) Sp(1) and n > 1. Geometrically this meansthat M is equipped with a Riemannian metric g and a rank-three subbundle G ofthe endomorphism bundle EndTM such that locally G has a basis I , J , K withI2 = J2 = K2 =  1, IJ = K =  JI and g(AX;AY ) = g(X;Y ), for A = I; J;K.One thus has local 2-forms dened by !I(X;Y ) = g(X; IY ), etc., and this extendsto a linear embedding of G into 2T M . One may dene a global 4-form 
, knownas the fundamental 4-form, by the local formula
 = !I ^ !I + !J ^ !J + !K ^ !K :If 
 is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connectionr of g, then the holonomygroup of M reduces to Sp(n) Sp(1) and M is said to be quaternionic Kahler.In [Sw1,3] the following result was proved:Theorem 1.1.(1) A quaternion-Hermitian manifold of dimension 4n > 12 is quaternionicKahler if and only if d
 = 0.(2) A quaternion-Hermitian 8-manifold is quaternionic Kahler if and only ifd
 = 0 and dG  G ^ T M .1991 Mathematics Subject Classication: Primary 53C25; Secondary 53C15.Key words and phrases: G-structure, quaternion-Hermitian manifold, nearly-quaternionicKahler, semi-quaternionic Kahler, fundamental four-form.Received August 27, 1996.
350 ANDREW SWANNThe purpose of this note is to study two other conditions introduced in [I,M].The rst is the semi-quaternionic Kahler condition d
 = 0 and the second is thenearly-quaternionic Kahler condition rX
(X;Y; Z;W ) = 0, for all X;Y; Z;W 2TM . In dimension 8, [M] proved that nearly-quaternionic Kahler implies quater-nionic Kahler. We extend this to show:Theorem 1.2. A nearly-quaternionic Kahler manifold of dimension 4n > 4 isnecessarily quaternionic Kahler.Our result for semi-quaternionic Kahler manifolds is a little more technical andwill be found in the next section. The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be found in thelast section.Note that because our techniques are only based on complex representationtheory, all of our results also apply to the case of an indenite metric and structuregroup Sp(p; q) Sp(1).Acknowledgements. I would like to thank F. M. Cabrera and M. D. Monar foruseful discussions, bringing this problem to my attention and for hospitality in LaLaguna. Thanks also go to the Max-Planck-Institut fur Mathematik, Bonn, forhospitality during the writing of this paper.2. Representation TheoryWe briey recall the notation of [Sa,Sw1{3] and refer the reader to [BtD] forgeneral information on representation theory. Let E be the fundamental represen-tation of Sp(n) on C 2n = H n via left multiplication by quaternionic matrices andlet H be the representation of Sp(1) on C 2 = H give by q   = q, for q 2 Sp(1)and  2 H . An Sp(n) Sp(1)-structure on a manifold gives a decompositionTM 
 C = E 
C H;and this may be used to obtain decompositions of, for example, other parts of theexterior algebra [Sa,Sw2].Let fe1; : : : ; en; ~e1; : : : ; ~eng be a complex orthonormal basis for E = C 2n with~ei = jei. We have an Sp(n)-invariant complex symplectic form !E on E given by!E = ei ^ ~ei = ei~ei   ~eiei;where we have used the summation convention and omitted tensor product signs.Similarly, H has a basis fh; ~hg and symplectic form !H .Note that Sp(1) is isomorphic to SU(2), so the irreducible representations areprecisely the symmetric powers SkH = C k+1 . An irreducible representation ofSp(n) is determined by its dominant weight (1; : : : ; n), where i are integerswith 1 > 2 >    > n > 0. This representation will be denoted V (1;:::;r),where r is the largest integer such that r > 0. Certain of these modules arewell-known and we will use familiar notation for these modules. Thus, V (k) is
SOME REMARKS ON QUATERNION{HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS 351the symmetric power SkE and V (1:::1) (r ones) is r0E, the largest irreduciblesummand of rE, which decomposes asrE = r0E + !E ^ r 20 E + !2E ^ r 40 E +   = r0E +r 20 E +r 40 E +    :Also K will denote the module V (21), which arises in the decompositionE 
 20E = 30E +K +E:As a further convention, we will regard any module with dominant weight of lengthgreater than n as the zero-module f0g and often will omit tensor product signsbetween representations.We will need the following facts.Proposition 2.1. [Sa,Sw1] If M has dimension at least 8, then3CT M = (30E +E)S3H + (K +E)H:When M has dimension 8, then 5T M = 3T M , whereas if M has dimensionat least 12, we have5CT M = (50E +30E +E)S5H + (V (2111) +K +30E +E)S3H+ (V (221) +K +30E +E)H:Proposition 2.2. [Sw1] The covariant derivative of the fundamental 4-form hasthe property thatr
 2 EH 
 (20ES2H) = (K +30E +E)(S3H +H):The rst part of Theorem 1.1 is now proved by noting that all the above sum-mands occur in the decomposition of 5T M , and then by showing that the alter-nation map T  
 4T  ! 5T  is non-zero on each summand. This is sucient,since Schur's Lemma states that a non-zero equivariant map between irreduciblemodules is an isomorphism. In dimension 8, one has r
 2 (K + E)(S3H +H),but the summand KS3H does not occur in the decomposition of 5T M . In thiscase one merely concludes that d
 = 0 implies r
 2 KS3H .Theorem 2.3. On a quaternion-Hermitian manifold of dimension 4n > 8, thesemi-quaternionic Kahler condition d
 = 0 impliesr
 2 KS3H +30EH:Proof. By denition d
 =    d  
. Since 
n is a non-zero constant multipleof the volume, one has that 
 is a constant times 
n 1. Thus d 
 is a non-zeroconstant multiple of 
n 2 ^ d
. Now Bonan [B] showed that the map5T  ^
n 2    ! 4n 3T      ! 3T is surjective. However this map is also Sp(n) Sp(1)-equivariant, so the vanishingof d 
 is equivalent to the vanishing of all components of d
 lying in summandsof 3T M . However, by Theorem 1.1 and the above discussion, these are preciselythe summands of r
 which lie in 3T M . The result follows by comparing thedecompositions in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
352 ANDREW SWANN3. Nearly-quaternionic Kahler ManifoldsThe aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. The tensor rX
(X;Y; Z;W )is just the image of r
 under the symmetrisation maps : T  
 4T   ! S2T  
 3T :The decomposition of S2T 
3T  as a sum of Sp(n) Sp(1)-modules is not reallyrequired for the proof, only the observation that it contains several copies of each ofthe summands occurring in the module in which r
 lies, however for completenesswe state:Proposition 3.1. The module S2T  
 3T  decomposes as follows:Case 1: if dimM > 16, thenS2T  
 3T  =  V (311) + V (2111) + S3E + 2K +30E +ES5H=  V (41) + V (32) + 2V (311) + 2V (221) + 2V (2111)+50E + 3S3E + 7K + 530E + 6ES3H=  V (41) + 2V (32) + 3V (311) + 2V (221) + 2V (2111)+ 4S3E + 9K + 430E + 6EH ;Case 2: if dimM = 12, thenS2T  
 3T  =  V (311) + S3E + 2K +30E +ES5H=  V (41) + V (32) + 2V (311) + 2V (221)+ 3S3E + 7K + 430E + 6ES3H=  V (41) + 2V (32) + 3V (311) + 2V (221)+ 4S3E + 9K + 430E + 6EH ;Case 3: if dimM = 8, thenS2T  
 3T  =  S3E +K +ES5H=  V (41) + V (32) + 3S3E + 5K + 5ES3H=  V (41) + V (32) + 4S3E + 7K + 6EH:To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 we exhibit an element  of T 
20ESHwith the following property: for each irreducible summand W of T  
 20ES2H ,the image s() has a non-zero component in some summand of S2T  
 3T isomorphic to W .Dene 12 = e1h ^ e2h ^ ei~h ^ ~ei~h  e1~h ^ e2~h ^ eih ^ ~eih 2 4T :
SOME REMARKS ON QUATERNION{HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS 353Since the symplectic form !E is invariant, the map obtained by evaluating !E onthe last two components of an element of 4T  is equivariant. Applying this mapto 12 gives2ne1h ^ e2h
 ~h~h  e1h ^ e2~h
 (h~h+ ~hh) + e1~h ^ e2h
 (h~h+ ~hh)  2ne1~h ^ e2~h
 hh  e1~h ^ e2h
 (~hh+ h~h) + e1h ^ e2~h
 (~hh+ h~h)= 2ne1 ^ e2(hh~h~h  ~h~hhh)2 20E 
 2(S2H) = 20ES2H;and shows that 12 2 20ES2H .We dene  = ~e1h
 12. The image s() 2 S2T  
 3T  is then given by(3.1) s() = (~e1h _ e1h)
 (e2h ^ ei~h ^ ~ei~h)  (~e1h _ e1~h)
 (e2~h ^ eih ^ ~eih)  (~e1h _ e2h)
 (e1h ^ ei~h ^ ~ei~h) + (~e1h _ e2~h)
 (e1~h ^ eih ^ ~eih)+ (~e1h _ ei~h)
 (e1h ^ e2h ^ ~ei~h)  (~e1h _ eih)
 (e1~h ^ e2~h ^ ~eih)  (~e1h _ ~ei~h)
 (e1h ^ e2h ^ ei~h) + (~e1h _ ~eih)
 (e1~h ^ e2~h ^ eih):Apply !E to the last two places to get(~e1h _ e1h)[2ne2h~h2   e2~h(h~h+ ~hh)]  (~e1h _ e1~h)[2ne2~hh2   e2h(h~h+ ~hh)]  (~e1h _ e2h)[2ne1h~h2   e1~h(h~h+ ~hh)] + (~e1h _ e2~h)[2ne1~hh2   e1h(h~h+ ~hh)]+ (~e1h _ e2~h)e1h(h~h+ ~hh)  (~e1h _ e1~h)e2h(h~h+ ~hh)  (~e1h _ e2h)e1~h(~hh+ h~h) + (~e1h _ e1h)e2~h(~hh+ h~h):Now contract with !H on the third and fth terms, collect terms and write outthe symmetric products in full:2nhh~h(~e1e1e2 + e1~e1e2   ~e1e2e1   e2~e1e1)+ h~hh(~e1e1e2   ~e1e2e1)+ ~hhh(e1~e1e2   e2~e1e1)	:Applying !H to the rst two places gives(3.2) 2nh(~e1e1e2   ~e1e2e1   e1~e1e2 + e2~e1e1):When we map this element to 3EH we obtain 2nh(~e1 ^ e1 ^ e2   e1 ^ ~e1 ^ e2),which has non-zero contraction with !E on the rst two components, so gives anon-zero element in EH . However, it is not a multiple of !E , so it is also non-zero in 30EH . Furthermore, (3.2) is not in 3E, so it has a non-zero projectionto KH . Similarly, by symmetrising the H 's we obtain non-zero elements in KS3Hand ES3H . The element (3.2) happens to be zero in 30ES3H , but we may apply
354 ANDREW SWANNother contractions to s() to obtain this component: in (3.1), contracting with !Hon the rst two indices and symmetrising the last three H 's we obtain(h2 _ ~h)( ~e1 ^ e1 
 e2 ^ ei ^ ~ei + ~ei ^ e2 
 e1 ^ ei ^ ~ei+ ~e1 ^ ei 
 e1 ^ e2 ^ ~ei   ~e1 ^ ~ei 
 e1 ^ e2 ^ ei)Contracting with !E in the second and third places and mapping to 3ES3Hgives  (~e1 ^ e2 ^ e1 + e2 ^ ei ^ ~ei)(h2 _ ~h);which is non-zero in both 30ES3H and ES3H . This completes the proof.References[B] Bonan, E., Sur l'algebre exterieure d'une variete presque hermitienne quaternionique, C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris 295 (1982), 115{118.[BtD] Brocker, T., tom Dieck, T., Representations of Compact Lie Groups, Graduate Texts inMath., 98, Springer, 1985.[I] Ishihara, S., Quaternion Kahlerian manifolds, J. Dier. Geom. 9 (1974), 483{500.[M] Moreiras, B. R., Variedades cuaternionicas no-kahlerianas, Publ. Depto. Geom. y Top.,Univ. de Santiago 62 (1984).[Sa] Salamon, S. M., Quaternionic Kahler manifolds, Invent. Math. 67 (1982), 143{171.[Sw1] Swann, A. F., Aspects symplectiques de la geometrie quaternionique, C. R. Acad. Sci.Paris 308 (1989), 225{228.[Sw2] , Quaternionic Kahler geometry and the fundamental 4-from, Proceedings of theCurvature Geometry Workshop, Lancaster (C. T. J. Dodson, ed.), UDLM Publ., 1989,pp. 165{174.[Sw3] , HyperKahler and quaternionic Kahler geometry, Math. Ann. 289 (1991),421{450.School of Mathematical SciencesUniversity of BathClaverton DownBath BA2 7AY, UNITED KINGDOME-email: A.F.swann@maths.bath.ac.uk
